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CHAPTER I
PLAN AND PURPOSE OF STUDY
The Incentive or lurpose
This thesis received its incentive, or inspira-
tion, from a statement by Joy Elmer L.organ, editor
of the Journal of the National Education Association,
which was reprinted in the editorial section of the
Boston Daily Post in the fall of 1932. The reprinted
statement reads as follows: "The greatness of a
nation is measured by the quality of its play. Blessed
with the gift of increasing leisure America has the
opportunity to rise to great heights in the art of
living. The organizations which guide our leisure are
infinitely precious. They attract the keenest minds,
the noblest hearts, and the finest spirits. Their
influence spreads until it literally lifts the whole
level of our civilization."
There is unquestionably a serious problem as re-
gards the use of leisure time. Many acquaintances,
victims of the depression, were confronted with this
situation. It is not a big step to consider the
"machine age" which is upon us and to realize that
America will have increasing leisure time when the
present industrial problems are worked out.

In seeking to explain what we are doing, or can
do, to care for the problem of increasing leisure
time, it was natural to turn to the schools to solve
the problem. And from this line of thought, arose
the purpose of this thesis. In "A Study of the
Possible Carry-over from Physical Activities in
School to Adult Life" the purpose is to determine
whether or not there is a carry-over from the
physical activities taught in secondary schools to
adult life, and if not, why not.
In considering the purpose of this thesis, if
camping, hiking, canoeing, excursions, winter sports,
handball, badminton, tennis, volley ball, golf,
tennicuoit, swimming and diving and participation in
recreational clubs comprise the physical activities
of adults, we may well ask why aren f t these
activities taught in school, or at least a working
knowledge of the rules, or acquaintance with the
activity, presented? Schools are supposed to prepare
children for adult life; schools teach physical
activities; is there then any carry-over to adult
life from these physical activities taught in school?
Youth is the time for habit formation; the school has
the time; the school substitutes for the home; the
school has the force of public opinion behind it; and
education has proved practicable and successful. For

these reasons, this thesis will attempt to determine
which of the physical activities taught in secondary
schools do not have any carry-over value.
Philosophy of Leisure Time
Food, clothing, shelter, tools, temples, schools,
transportation—these has man sought through the
centuries, ^nd now comes leisure, the fulfillment of
an ancient longing. 7/ithin a generation the average
working day has been reduced from ten to ei£;ht hours
and the forces which have brought that change are
only beginning to make themselves felt. A work period
of six hours a day, five days a week, forty-eight
weeks a year for the masses is a possibility before
1940. The factors which point in that direction
interact upon each other so that each gain at one
point means gains at several other points, Among
these factors are the "lifting influence of universal
education; the development of automatic machinery;
scientific factory management; the reduction of ill
health and disease; changes in home occupations which
send women into office, shop and factory; the
elimination of parasitic industries such as the
liquor business; and the reduction of warmaking
activities." (1)
TTj
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, "Statistical
Bulletin" Vol. 13, No. 8, August 1932.

From his own observation anyone can see how eaoh
of these factors is at work. All about us we see
machines which take the place of scores or hundreds,
or even thousands of men. Miss Helen T. Dolan,
Massachusetts Department of Health Statistician,
provides the following facts: "ITrom 1919 to 1927 the
number of wage earners in manufacturing plants in the
United States actually decreased 2,9 percent while
the production in these plants increased 46.5 percent.
Two percent fewer people produced 46 percent more
goods. The total horsepower in all electric motors
in all manufacturing plants in the United States in
1899 was 492,936 and in 1915 it was 30, 360,026."
New power is being developed rapidly. Increased
leisure is inescapable.
"And what shall man do with this great gift?
Shall he use his new found freedom to give reign to
his lower impulses and to become the slave of
commercialized, mechanized entertainment? Or shall he
meet the nev/ day eager to make this latest gift
another stepping-stone?" (1)
Increasing leisure in the midst of modern
opportunity is a profound challenge to the intelligence
of the race. It comes with peculiar force to those
engaged in education. The schools have taught man to
(1) Lee, Joseph, Editorial, Journal of Education,
June 1930.

respect the laws of Ms being and to live in harmony
with other men. They have taught him to work. Can
they teach him to play? Or have they already done
so? If not, why not? Playl The very word has a
confusing meaning. Joseph Lee, the delightful
philosopher of the recreation movement, points out
that we really have no word for the play of grownups.
Dr. John II < Harmon of Boston University states we
have been -;?ont to regard play as something useless
—
an indulgence for children. "But play to the child
is life and its equivalent for the grownup is creative
art
.
M
There you have the real vision of what leisure
might mean—every man and woman freed for that eager
pursuit of truth, goodness, and beauty with which we
associate the gardner, the designer, the architect,
the sculptor, the composer, the writer, the singer,
the teacher, the librarian, and the other creative
workers of the ^orld. Our very labor becomes art;
the old dualism between liberal and practical
education is healed by a wider concept that includes
them both, '.vhat new heights may the race not reach if
one generation of teachers can guide one generation of
children to meet the challenge of leisure with eager
search for the higher values?
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Applying tj&g Seven Cardinal Principles
Leisure wisely used will add something to every
phase of life. Let each of us ask himself what the
extra hours might contribute to the objectives of
education and life—health, home, learning, citizen-
ship, vocation, avocation and character.
"HT'AI.TFT is not pills and cures. It is positive
not negative. It is buoyant, forward-looking. Who
has not seen the sick made well by the discovery of
a compelling purpose? For those who are sick or
feeble the extra hours will mean a lighter load—
a
new chance to establish balance between energy created
and energy spent. The world of tomorrow will demand
a standard of maintained physical, mental and emotion-
al efficiency higher than anything hitherto conceived. w
(1) The speed and power of modern life means death
to the inefficient.
The complicated organization of modern work makes
absence, irregularity and low efficiency a detriment
not only to oneself but to the whole organization of
which he is a part. "Today's loss from disease and
ill health runs literally into the tens of billions
annually, not to mention the greater loss in happiness.
Tomorrow's world calls for a stream of life that is
strong and certain. Leisure may mean turning
regularly to the life-giving forces of nature—to the
sun, the air, the hills and the sea." (2)
(1) Lee, Joseph, Editorial, Journal of Education,
June 1930.
(2) Lee, Joseph, Editorial.

The following statement of reasons why child,
youth or adult needs good health has always held a
prominent position in reasoning:
"First, because health largely determines the
factors of interest and endurance. Second, interest
and endurance largely determine efficiency. Third,
efficiency during youth, in studies and games; and
during maturity, in the more serious tasks of life,
largely determines happiness. Fourth, happiness
largely determines disposition and attitude." (1)
In the chapter following this, will he shown that
physiologic health implies the well being of each cell
and organ, and their harmonious co-operation.
2. "HOME is not merely a place in which to indulge
appetites, rear children, and to establish economic
security. It is a community of enterprise , under-
standing, fellowship and happiness—a garden of growth.
It cannot be these things in the highest sense v/ithout
periods of common life, of talking together, reading
together, meditating together. Upon the perfection of
this little community the well-being of the larger
community depends. V»re need always to remember that the
purpose of education is LIFE, that the purpose of
industry is LIFE, that the purpose of religion is LIFE,
(1) "Health Education", Chapter 3, Pg. 33. Ilev; York:
Report of Joint Committee, Dr. Thomas D. T.Vood,
Chairman.

that the purpose of government is LIFE, and that in
the home, life reaches its finest growth. Let us
teach the children to use, let us ourselves learn to
use, the extra hours of tomorrow for the improvements
of the basic institution of civilization." (1)
3. LEARNING is no longer regarded as merely childish
drill in the symbols of knowledge. It is creative
living in accordance with knowledge. It is the
development of new knowledge in the very setting of our
daily lives. Already America has extended popular
education to the highest point ever reached. MIn 1920
there were nearly two million youth in our high schools
to be exact 822,967 boys and 1,034, 138 girls. In 1930
t:;ere were 2,522,816 boys and 2,689,363 girls." (2)
Within less than a decade we have added over three
million more, the greatest mobilization of all history,
giving a great army of young people five million strong
seeking the best education ever given to the masses.
The high school of tomorrow will be better still. It
will become literally a people 1 s college. Libraries
will multiply, ihe library of tomorrow will build its
book collections around the daily needs of the people.
There will be specialists to advise readers. There
will be field workers to talk over in home and schools
(1) Ibid-Lee
(2) U. 3. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Bulletin, 1929.

the book needs of individuals and to make plans for
their reading. Collections of small books will be
made up for people to carry in their autos and
airplanes. 7/e shall learn to use the radio to in-
struct as well as to entertain.
Psychologists now teach that one is never too old
to learn, that the years from twenty-five to forty-
five are superior to childhood in ability to learn.
Millions have mastered the complicated task of driving
autos. millions tomorrow will fly planes, traveling
about the entire earth as they now move about their
neighborhoods. Already the great automobile industry
has allied itself with the radio industry. Autos and
planes are to be so equipped as to keep us in touch
with the world of thought everywhere. The lower
schools, freed from the duty of cramming all knowledge
into childish heads in a few years, can give more
attention to the spirit of learning and the techniques
of learning, so that the school will create with in-
creasing certainty the appetite for learning as one of
the moving forces of a long, happy and intelligent
life.
4. CITIZENSHIP in the past, except in times of war,
has been largely a negative virtue. Ken have been
considered good citizens, not so much because of what
they did as because of what they refrained from doing.
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"The new age demands a new view of citizenship",
which has been ably stated by L. P. Jacks (1), the
great English philosopher, in his inspiring volume
"Constructive Citizenship" and by Benton I.IacKaye in
"The New Exploration." The new ideal is this: (2)
"Until now the institutions of civilized life have
been largely a matter of chance or accident. To-
morrow faces the challenge of a planned life not only
for the individual but for the community, the state,
the nation and the world. Cities will not be allowed
to grov; up wretched and haphazard and ugly. Homes
will not be crowded amid noise and filth. The beauty
of nature will be preserved and extended. Homes and
schools will be surrounded by parks and open spaces.
Traffic and noise will be isolated. Highways will be
lined with beautiful snrubs and trees. Unsightly
shops and stations will be hidden. Likewise there
will be a steady effort to improve the law, to improve
medicine, to better .education, to perfect government,
and to correlate all of these in the interest of
wholesome happy living. The citizen of tomorrow will
enjoy the increasing fruits of skill, trusteeship or
loyalty, and the scientific method."
(1) Jacks, L. P., "Constructive Citizenship", Pp. 1-300
Garden City: Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 1926.
(2) I.IacEaye, Benton, "The New Exploration", Pp. 1-2:55.
New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1928.
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5. VOCATIONS tomorrow will range from the routine
tending of automatic machines to the highest forms of
creative design and the cultivation of growing things.
The monotony of manufacturing by machine will be
counteracted during leisure by activities which give
variety, freedom, fresh air, sunshine and widened
interests The masses of men must be given new wants
and new tasks. In proportion as intelligence and
skill are cumulated in the machines that do our work,
we shall need increased opportunity in our leisure to
express our intelligence and develop skill. As L. P.
Jacks (1) points out, "both play and work have this
element of skill in common and the hope of nobler
workmanship lies in the skills which increasing
leisure may foster." Perhaps during leisure we shall
achieve the dream of Kahlil Gibran in "The Prophet": (2)
"And I say that life is indeed darkness save
when there is urge,
And all urge is blind save when there is knowledge,
And all knowledge is vain save when there is work,
And all work is empty save when there is love,
And when you work with love you bind yourself
to yourself, and to one another, and to God."
6. AVOCATIONS 1 What can leisure do for leisure? For
most of us the spare hours have been so few as to make
——
--
(1) Ibid-Jacks
(2) Gibran, Kahlil, "The Prophet", Pp. 1-107. New York:
Kttopf, 1923.
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difficult any plan for their systematic use. With
the coming of larger leisure, avocations which have
been the joy of a limited class may become the
privilege of many. One will grow roses, another
paint pictures, another design houses, another plan
cities, another write verse; many will study and read
in an effort to capture the nobler and wider vistas
which are the zest of intellectual life. Perhaps all
of us will have more time for travel, for companion-
ship, and for the beauty that surrounds our daily
lives. Perhaps we shall realize the vision Stevenson
gives in "The Celestial Surgeon": (1)
nIf I have faltered more or less
In my great task of happiness;
If I have moved among my race
And shown no glorious morning face;
If beams from happy human eyes
Have moved me not; if morning skies,
Books, and my food, and summer rain
Knocked on my sullen heart in vain
—
Lord, thy most pointed pleasure take,
And stab my spirit broad awake;
Or Lord, if too obdurate I,
Choose Thou, before that spirit die,
A piercing pain, a killing sin,
And to my dead heart run teem ini n
7. CHARACTER is the supreme value and the supreme
achievement. Fine character implies truth, goodness,
beauty and growth. It is the balance one strikes with
all the values and activities of life. ,'e think of
character as expressing itself in play, in work, and
(1) Stevenson, Robert Louis, "Complete Poems", Pp. 1-528.
New York: Scribner, 1923.
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in our relations with others. It reaches its highest
perfection in the riper years of life. The leisure
of tomorrow may weaken character by releasing purpose-
less men and women from the restraining force of work,
or it may ennoble character through freedom to pursue
the nobler ends which each individual sets for his own
life. May life not take on a new meaning, a new
eagerness, as suggested by James in his revealing
essay "What Makes A Life Significant? tt (1). James,
in speaking of intercourse v/ith others, says "the
first thing to learn—is non-interference with their
own peculiar ways of being happy, provided those ways
do not assume to interfere by violence with ours."
He believes we can be in love with everyone at once;
we are ancestrally blinded by a great "cloudbank
weighing down upon us, transiently riven here and
there by fitful revelations of the truth"; "the
changing conditions of history touch only the surface,
for world is a standing thing with no progress, no
real history"; "divinity lies all about us, and
culture is too hidebound to even suspect the fact".
"Without hope, without help, without thanks, still
obscurely fighting the last fight of virtue, still
clinging to some rag of honor, the poor jewel of
their souls"—such is James meaning of character.
(1) James, William, "On Some of Life r s Ideals", Pp. 49-94
Hew York: Holt & Company, 1912.
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"Such inner meaning can be complete and valid for us
also only when the inner joy, courage and endurance
are joined with an ideal", he continues,
James then portrays there is nothing absolutely
ideal because there must be novelty in an ideal,
intellectuality conceived, and that sodden routine is
incompatible with ideality. "Taken nakedly, abstractly,
and immediately, you see that mere ideals are the
cheapest things in life", he writes. Concluding,
"Character, though not significant totally, may be still
significant pathetically. So, if we are to choose which
is the more essential factor of human character, the
fighting virtue or the intellectual breadth, we must
side v.ith Tolstoi, and choose that simple faithfulness
to his light or darkness which any common unintellectual
man can show."
To character, the leisure of tomorrow may mean a
new center of gravity—even as Copernicus, the Polish
astronomer, in 1543 gave the human mind a new challenge
by announcing that "the sun and not the earth is the
center of the universe." (1). All through the ages
man has struggled for power . Now that power is his in
abundance it becomes plain that light is a higher value.
Will not the center of gravity shift from (2) "the
struggle for power
, with its mean passions, its
monstrous illusions, and its contemptible ideals to the
(1) Spooner, W, . , "The Great Copernician I.Iyth"
(2) Morgan, J. 2., "The Leisure of Tomorrow"
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struggle for light, with its wide fellowships and its
high enthusiasm?" Perhaps the leisure of tomorrow
will bring men and women everywhere to ask: "What is
true, what is good, what is beautiful, what is right?"
CONCLUSION
This consideration of leisure in relation to the
seven objectives—which anyone may pursue further for
himself— suggests the magnitude of the problem. The
wise use of leisure is not coming overnight. Big
movements are slow movements but there is certainty in
tneir very bigness. They roll on like mighty tides.
Big movements, such as enlisting the teaching pro-
fession to work on the problems concerning the better-
ment of education and the awakening of the whole people
to the importance of leisure, will endure because they
touch the heart of life. With one of the aims of
secondary education being preparation for adult life,
the question naturally arises "What have we done about
it in the past?" From this question arises the purpose
of this thesis.
Flan of Study
The plan of study of this problem is by means of
a questionnaire survey. After showing the need for
physical activity in adult life as beneficial to good
health, mental and personal hygiene, followed by re-
vealing what has been done in high schools for in-
culcating the habits of exercise or engendering
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satisfactory attitudes toward physical activities,
through a brief sketch of the growth of physical
activities in secondary education, the results of a
survey will be presented, carried on by means of a
questionnaire. The questionnaire covers in the main
the male students of the graduating classes of 1916-
1920 of Bedford High School, l.Iedford, Massachusetts,
while a minority covers graduates of other high schools
who have been out of secondary school approximately
the same amount of time. These include members of the
University Club, the Kedford Athletic Association, the
Boston Athletic Association, the New England A. A. A. U.
and individuals interviewed at random, totalling 703
successful results out of 1000 attempts.
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CEAPTER II
NEED FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN ADULT LIFE
Values of Flay
"I want to see all Americans have a reasonable
amount of leisure", said the recently deceased ex-
Fresident Coolidge at the Outdoor Recreation Conference
in Lay 1924. (1) "Then I want to see them educated to
use such leisure for their own enjoyment and betterment
and the strengthening of the quality of their citizen-
ship e must make America a land of vision,
a land of work, of sincere striving for the good, but
we must add to all these in order to round out the full
stature of the people, and ample effort to make it a
land of vholesome enjoyment and perennial gladness."
Through play, citizenship is built up and community
morale strengthened. Flay, without delving into the
many theories of play as expatiated upon by Schiller-
Spencer (surplus energy), Karl Groos (an instinct),
G. Stanley Hall (recapitulation theory), G. T. #.
Patrick (relaxation), Joseph Lee (growth of achieving
instincts) and others, is a process whereby the essen-
tial powers of the race are developed in the individual.
It is Nature* s met;:od of education. It realizes the
inherited desires of a child and brings to him the joy
(1) Playground and Recreation Association of America
T,The Normal Course in Flay" Fg. 85. Chap. 1
Section II,
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of accomplishing in increasing successful forms the
ends to which his nature is directed. The older a
man grows the less he retains the effervescent spirit
of youth, and the more necessary it becomes that he
shall deliberately cultivate his powers to bring about
his hidden resources in spirit and art, in science and
social relationships.
Play counteracts the effects of highly specialized
industrial work and makes it possible for a man to
throw off the worries and strain of the day by complete
absorption in the game; it tones up the entire system
by prevailing sense of the joy of living. Industrialism,
the monotony of factory work, and of the highly
specialized machine, deadening all creative power, must
have an antidote. Joseph Lee, director of the National
Recreation Association says, (1) "Men under out
industrial system, an artist given no opportunity for
expression, an inventor employed as an automaton, a
thinker tied up to a fool-proof machine—are the victims
of disappointed instinct, subject accordingly to all
kinds of nervous and emotional disorders. The radical
remedy for this condition, if it is ever found, will
be in making industry more expressive of man's
constituting instinct, of the lines of life to which
he is by nature irretrievably committed."
(1) Lee, Joseph, "Why a Community Recreation Program"
Chap. 1, Section 1. New York: A. S. Barnes &
Company, 1929.
cI
By-Products of Play
The joy of life for its own sake is universally
recognized. (1) "Flay is above being a mere instrument
or means", says Dr. John Finley, "and as a phase of
life it is its own justification." In addition,
however, to the value of play to the individual in
terms of joj^cus living and to the community in the
building-up of a community morale, there are many by-
products and results of play which are vitally important.
Physical Benefits
(2) Health is positive. The fact that play is
enjoyed is one of the main reasons why it is conductive
to health. Pleasurable activity has a buoyant and •
stimulating effect upon the nervous system, and this
reacts in a beneficial way on the whole body. Modern
civilization has robbed man of the necessity for
carrying on certain tasks connected with daily life,
and there is need of some means for regaining the
bodily strength which formerly existed. Methods of
work, the time-saving devices of the present day, are
bringing greater leisure, and it is during these free
hours that bodily development must take place and the
all-around use of the body be promoted.
(1) Playground and Recreation Association of America,
"The normal Course in Play" Pg. 86.
(2) Ibid "The Normal Course in Play" pg# qs.
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Develops Functional Strength
First of all, speaking of by-products, play
develops functional strength. Through the exercise
of certain forms of play, circulation is increased,
there is a greater respiratory activity, better
elimination of waste and improved digestion. Big-
muscle activity stimulates growth, strengthens the
heart and develops the muscles. (1) "Roughly speaking,
games, sports, athletics afford the best type of
exercise, both in regard to physiological effects and
to the forms of valuable social qualities. Play which
is natural, free and balanced exercise, makes for
beauty of form and grace of movement, and the body is
developed as Nature intended."
Prevents Disease
Secondly, (2) nplay which is carried on in the
open air, which is vigorous and makes use of the more
fundamental muscles, promotes health. w "Organic or
degenerative diseases are on the increase today.
Exercise is the best known means of developing healthy
organs in the body." The annual death toll from
tuberculosis in the United States reaches a total of
120,000. (3) The International Congress on tuberculosis
has declared (4) "Playgrounds constitute one of the
most effective methods for the prevention of tuberculosis
(1) Ibid "llormal Course of Play" Pg. 86.
^ 2 J
n tt tr rt tt
(3) Metropolitan Life Insurance Company "Statistical
Bulletin", December, 1932. Vol. 13, No. 12.
(4) Ibid "Normal Course of Play" Pg. 67.
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and should be put to the fore in the world-wide
'propaganda for the diminution of the unnecessary
destruction of human life."
The question arises: "What is likely to be the
course of the deathrate from tuberculosis in the
immediate future?" This is because human nature is
more interested, individually, with questions of the
present and the future, than they are with the past.
For this reason, presented at this point is a cnart,
issued by the experts of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, in which a close range estimate has
been made by two separate methods. First, a second-
degree trend line was put through the observed rates
from 1921 to 1931. A second estimate was based on the
death rates among the Industrial policyholders of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, and the correla-
tion between these and the corresponding death rates
in the general population. The first of these
estimates gave a figure of 59.5 per 100,000 for 1932
and the second 59.4. Thus, we have a good warrant for
expecting that the general population death rate from
tuberculosis in 1932 will be found to be about 60 or
less per 100,000 in the Original Registration States
and the District of Columbia. The chart follows:
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r
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For a longer range forecast, namely to 1940,
estimates have also been made on two different bases.
The first computation was made on the simple assumption
that the trend defined by the entire series, 1900 to
1931, is indicative of the future course of events.
On this assumption it is found that, in 1940, the
death rate from tuberculosis would be 24 per 100,000.
If, on the other hand, as a second and more conserva-
tive assumption, we continue the trend observed over
the mere recent period 1921 to 1931, the trend line,
at the year 1940, falls on a point corresponding to a
death rate of 37 per 100,000. The mean of these two
estimates is a little over 30 per 100,000.
Thus, so far as current experience permits us to
judge, the present depression has had no retarding
effect (1) "on the improvement in tuberculosis
mortality, and the previous estimates stand virtually
unmodified, or, if anything, they may be found to be
somewhat too moderate." Recent statistics of the Life
intention Institute show increases in death from
diseases of the nervous system, heart, kidneys and
liver. The Institute, in a personal letter dated
Harch 3, 1933, signed by Mr. James D. Lennehan,
secretary, states that "the dominating and outstanding
cause of the increase is the decrease in outdoor life
and vigorous muscular activity."
(1) Lyman, Dr. Eugene , "How To Live" Pg. 402.
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Promotes Nervoua Stability
Play promotes nervous stability by restoring
rest to the higher and more delicate co-ordinations,
as of the hands and fingers, and by using the older
and simpler ones of the trunk and legs. It rests
visual areas by allowing the eye axes to become
parallel; it relieves auditory areas by being
reasonably quiet. In discussing the prevention of
functional nervous disorders, Dr. James A. Arne of
Medford, Massachusetts, said: "Agencies such as Boy
and Girl Scouts, settlements and playgrounds, promise
most in the line of prevention." This statement was
corroborated in personal interviews with Irancis J".
Mahcney, Director of Playgrounds and Jecretary to the
Recreation Commissioner, Somerville, Massachusetts;
Santo Marino, Director cf Boys' Activities at the
Dennison House, a settlement house at 98 Tyler Street,
Boston, Massachusetts; Assistant Treasurer T. A. Delaney
of the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, Park Square
Building, Boston, Massachusetts; Dr. Joseph E. Barrett,
Assistant to the Commissioner, Department of Mental
Diseases, State House, Boston, Massachusetts; Ralph H.
ITodine, Regional Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America,
New England Headquarters, 80 Federal Street, Boston,
Massachusetts. Carl Schrader, Supervisor of Physical
Education Department of Education, State House, Boston,
Massachusetts, also corroborated this statement, although

he modified it somewhat by including the schools,
elementary, secondary and normal, as agencies through
the medium of teaching.
Great Therapeutic Value
Dr. Joseph S. Barrett, Assistant Commissioner,
Massachusetts Department of Mental Diseases states
that: "Play is being used increasingly not only in
the physical but in the mental rehabilitation of the
individual. People suffering from mental disorders
have been found to react quickly to the stimulus of
play. The beneficial effect of music on mentally
diseased persons is being demonstrated with increasing
effectiveness". Play is being introduced with great
success in institutions of various kinds. "Recreation"
Dr. Barrett said "is no longer merely desirable for
our pleasure; it is physiologically necessary in order
to retain normal equilibrium in the midst of deadening
monotony and the excess strain of the common life
today, both in the city and in the country."
Mental Characteristics
Play, which is pursued with all one's might, tends
to help unify the mind and makes for mental alertness.
Memory develops best when exercised in connection with
the things in which the child or adult is most
interested. Play is more interesting to him than any-
thing else. (1) "Play develops the ability to make
(1) Ibid "Normal Course of Play" Pg. 88
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quick and accurate judgments and to respond to
commands. Initiative, originality and resourcefulness
may all be fostered through play." Dr. Franklin C.
Campbell of Ledford, Massachusetts, says: "The best
thing for the child T s intellectual growth is to make
the body a help to him rather than a hindrance.
MUseular exercise, which play brings about, builds up
the brain areas that are later used for thought,
particularly those parts which deal with the every-day
life of action."
The importance of play in mental development,
therefore, is fundamental. With the adult, play re-
creates mental energy after the brain tissues have
become fatigued through long continued effort or worry.
(1) "A valuable type of play is that which brings into
use the big muscles that co-ordinate without much effort
of will, leaving the higher brain tracts almost entirely
at rest."
Character Development
In our daily life, we have but to look around us
to realize that it is a man*s desires and emotions
that most powerfully influence his acts. Since the
most fundamental instincts and emotions require
muscular activity for their development, it follows
that play, which provides for this natural expression,
must be one of the stressed features in the growth of
(1) Bowen & Llitchell, "Theory of Organized Play". Chap. 15.
New York: A. S. Barnes & Company, 1928.

character. The character-forming values of play are
fundamental values. (1) "Courtesy, self-discipline
through obedience to the law, loyalty and appreciation
of the value of teamwork, courage, justice, unselfish-
ness, generosity, honesty, perserverance and tolerance
are all developed through play." Thus play is a form
of social conduct and is either moral or immoral as is
any other social action. Dr. Frederick Rand Rogers
of Boston University, well known physical educator,
feels that: "There are the same opportunities for
lying or truthfulness, cheating and stealing or honesty,
cruelty or kindness, and all the other vices and virtues
that there are in life. Vigorous play under normal
conditions tends to be a moral force and under social
direction it may be a very strong one. Honesty in
games will not necessarily transfer to another situation
unless it functions in the same way or unless a general
appreciation of practical ideals of honesty has been
developed. Hence the importance of having organization
in which the ideals presented shall make for good social
relationships recognizing honesty and fair play."
Social Qualities
Play not only develops individual qualities but it
has a strong influence on social qualities which affect
the individual as a member of the group. In play there
is a continual opportunity for the expression of all
the ideals of sportsmanship which profoundly influence
(1) Ibid "Normal Course of Flay" Pg. 88.
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our life with our fellow men. The civic qualities
—
those involved in the attitude of the individual to-
ward organized society—are fostered through play.
All team games require social co-operation, loyalty
and a group consciousness. Through them, children
and adults may learn to recognize the rights of others
and discover the meaning of freedom through law. The
necessity for obedience is forcefully brought out in
play requiring immediate choice which must he instantly
executed. (1) "Vigorous play teaches determination as
nothing else can and this, too, makes for the morality
and right standards of conduct which must be the basis
of the individual relationship with organized society. w
The development of all these characteristics
through physical activities means the laying of a
sound foundation for the citizenship which is the
ultimate goal of education and the social purpose of
leadership.
Force to Frevent Crime
One of the ideas which motivated the writing of
this thesis, or rather perhaps, the selecting of the
title to this thesis, was worthy use of leisure time.
Play prevents much mischief and vice by giving a help-
ful expression to motor restlessness and new interests
to occupy the mind. It turns the gang spirit into
channels of helpfulness. It saves many troubles,
(1) Ibid "Normal Course in Play" Pg. 89
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sorrows and heartbreaks, and perhaps blasted careers.
Studies which have been made in Chicago and other
cities show a decrease in delinquency after the
establishment of playgrounds in particular parts of
the city. In the City of New York, juvenile crime
practically ceased in some neighborhoods following
the installation of playgrounds with capable instructors.
Juvenile court records in a number of cities offer
conclusive testimony regarding the beneficial effects
of recreation on the individual boy and girl.
The Thread of Life
Thus, explained, physical activity is sometimes
as truly serious, as truly concerned with achievement,
as truly influenced by ulterior motives, as difficult
and heroic in practice, as contributory to human
progress, as amenable as education, as is work so
commonly and inaccurately contrasted with it. Fhysical
activity in adult life is not merely an incident in
life but rather a thread of the plot itself. It should
suggest to parents and to educators and all adults, a
spirit or principle of motivation of life f s activities
—
of pleasure, need, necessity even, and above all of
duty—a principle of motivation that enriches all
effort both in the process and in the product.
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,7hy Exercise
"Through daily exercise the muscles become harder
and more elastic; they are thus more ready to resist
shocks and strains, more fitted also to protect from
external violence the sensitive parts which they
cover, nerve filaments and internal organs." (1)
Exercise does not merely harden the skin and the muscles;
it also consolidates all the organs of work. Even the
hones themselves become adapted, by an increase in
size and density, to the more energetic work of the
muscles att&ched to them. It is easy to say, by
simple examination of a human skeleton, whether the
person to whom it belonged has led a life of muscular
activity, or if he has lived in physical idleness.
"The bony points to which the muscular fibres are
attached are smooth and regular if the muscles have
been inactive; on the contrary if the man was active,
the points of muscular attachment are prominent, and
there are roughnesses wnich furnish a stronger attach-
ment to the fibres." (2)
To sum up, muscular exercise has a considerable
influence on the process of nutrition, and it is to
this influence that are due the changes which occur
in the conformation of a person whose muscles are
(1) LaGrange
,
Fernand, "Physiology of Bodily exercise".
Pg. 183.
(2) Ibid-LaGrange Pg. 185.
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habitually in action. The body of a man or an animal,
under the influence of a regular exercise progressive-
ly increased, is modified in a manner which makes the
performance of the work more easy. Herein lies the
secret of "habituation"
•
Need For Exercise
Exercise produces salutary effects alike to those
who "assimilate" too little and in those who do not
"dissimilate" enough. (1) Muscular work is a regulator
of nutrition as indispensable to over-rich as it is
to impoverished constitutions. Hence, we may conclude,
there is no individual, no living being, who is not
instinctively impelled to this powerful general
alternative agent. The "need for exercise" is one of
the numerous sensations which lead living beings to
perform actions necessary for the preservation of
life or health. Frolonged immobility produces a need
for muscular exercise, just as sustained work produces
a need for repose. The need for exercise is developed
with more intensity in proportion to the lowness of
the temperature; by severe and piercing cold we are
much more driven to action than by heat. In this case,
the need for exercise is derived from the instinct
.vhich leads us to produce heat by movement. The need
for repose is called "fatigue". The need for exercise
has not received a special name, but deserves one
quite as much as hunger, or thirst.
(1) Ibid-LaGrange Pg. 289
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"The need for exercise is felt as much by thin
people who assimilate too little, as by fat people
who do not dissimilate enough." (1) The need for
exercise then responds to two physiological necessities,
of which instinct gives us warning. It can come from
an overcharge with reserve materials, and the urgent
necessity there is that these materials should be
burned. It may also arise from a general sluggishness
of the functions and the need of a stimulus capable of
arousing them to fresh activity, I have pointed out
that exercise is of greet Importance as a regulator of
nutrition. It is indispensable to the maintenance of
health to heed the warning given to us by the system
when it suffers from prolonged inaction, and to satisfy
this need for exercise which induces every living being
to put its muscles into action. But it is very necessary
to yield promptly to the solicitations of this instinct,
for the sense of need for exercise tends very soon to
disappear when its satisfaction is delayed. If not
heeded, it lessens day by day,; if inaction is immoderate-
ly prolonged, it disappears entirely, and the time
arrives when the organism which has too long led an
inactive life shows a marked tendency to become more
and ...ore inactive. This is because too prolonged repose
has brought about new organic conditions, uniting as it
(1) Ibid-LaGrange Pg. 291.
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does all the circumstances which lead to the pro-
duction of every kind of fatigue when work is attempted.
The general effects of exercise tend to modify all
constitutions in a sense favorable to that perfect
equilibrium of the functions which constitutes health.
By the very fact of regular performance of function,
the human machine becomes more fitted to perform its
functions well, and gains the conformation best adapted
for the performance of work.
Conclusion
(1) It is fitting then to draw this conclusion.
Physical exercise is related to physical efficiency.
The present civilization is making great demands upon
the vitality of the race. School practices which
train simply eye, ear, tongue and hand do not promote
the health of the pupils. Laboratory work, shopwork,
military drill and domestic duties increase only
slightly the big muscle activity.
For students in college, pupils in school, clerks
in stores, workers in factories, and all others, the
selection of exercise must be made on a basis of the
person's occupation, and thus supply the margin of
activity necessary to keep the entire body healthy
and strong, a ready and willing servant of the mind.
(1) LIcCurdy, James II., "The Physiology of Exercise"
Pg. 20.
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What this margin is varies with the vocation. But for
all there is a minimum which will provide for strength
and vigor of the vital organs and will keep the muscles
in sufficient tone and strength to secure pleasure and
satisfaction from motor activity. The individual with
weak and flabby muscles cannot enjoy physical activity.
The importance of joy in physical activity cannot be
over-estimated.

CHAPTER III
BRIEF SKETCH 0? GROWTH OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
IK HIGH SCHOOL (1)
"The shore of physical education is strewn with
the wrecks of systems and movements, many of them
good in themselves, but left to drift when the
personal support and enthusiasm of the founder was re-
moved from the helm. It has only "been when some great
national crisis had to be faced and the minds of
patriots and scholars were engaged in an effort to
meet it, that systems have been evolved great enough
to survive the death of their founder, the test of
time and the change in their national conditions.
This is notably true of the gymnastics of Denmark,
Sweden, and Germany.
Incomplete as systems of physical education with-
out the addition of games, but logical and accurate in
their application to the conditions they have had to
meet, whenever similar conditions have arisen it is to
them we have turned for inspiration and instruction,
and nowhere was this better shown than in the Great
Far of 1914, where crude masses of untrained and under-
developed men had to be made quick and accurate in
response to command and riven that control of their
bodies that is the true function of physical education
in its highest sense.
(1) Host of the material in this chapter taken from
WA Guide To The _istory of Physical Education" by
F. E. Leonard and R. T. Lc^enzie.
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To the sincere student of physical education
nothing has a more sobering effect than the study of
those advances made by the great men who have given
their lives to a cause. He finds that most of the
theories that have come to him as new and startling
have been thought of before and have been either re-
jected or put into practice as well as or better than
he is likely to do. So, if he is a philosopher, he
can avoid the inevitable failure of schemes that have
been discarded and adapt from material of proved
worth the material that suits his special conditions.
Such a study should save him from the outstanding
characteristics of Eiany exploiters of this subject,
the unfounded claims for originality and novelty in
the work. Small collections of free exercises are
treated as dignified systems and published as such
with apparent seriousness, slight variation of method
is hailed as a great discovery, has its little days
of notoriety and takes its place on the library
shelves as a literary curiosity of interest only to
the antiquarian, and the busy teacher has neither the
time nor the inclination to separate the wheat from
the chalf." (1)
Practically all the reports available for our
guidance are but incomplete and fragmentary, often in
translation, and frequently garbled by personal bias,
(1) Ibid-Leonard & rlcKenzie Editor r s Preface.
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so that there is an urgent need for a complete and
scholarly review of the growth and distribution of
systems and physical activities that are associated
with certain names and certain periods. This subject
could easily be developed into a fitting title for a
constructive thesis in itself.
This thesis, however, calls only for a brief
sketch, of the growth of physical activities in high
schools, so it will necessarily portray but a brief
review of the history of physical education. Suffice
it to say that "man f s earliest endeavor to perfect the
body, discipline the mind and mold the character of
the young by means of selected forms of physical
activity and special regimen could doubtless be traced
back to a prehistoric age. The study of ancient
customs of China and India, Egypt, Babylonia, and
Assyria, the Phoenicians and Carthaginians, the Persians
and the Hebrews might also yield some curious facts." (1)
But the purpose of this chapter is to follow the
evolution of modern forms of physical education in
America and to note the significant contributions and
modifications introduced at various stages.
Three Groups
The different systems or sorts of physical training
which were brought forward for trial and the agencies
which promoted its spread in the United States during
(1) It id-Leonard & MoKenzIe (Editor* s Preface) Pg. 17.
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the nineteenth century fall into three groups,
centered about 1830, 1860, and the decade from 1880
to 1590.
(1) The first group includes Captain Alden
Partridge and his military academies; the introduction
of the Jahn gymnastics and the opening of school,
college, and city or public outdoor gymnasia under
the direction of the German refugees Beck, Follen and
Lieber; the attempt to provide manual labor as a
system of exercise in educational institutions; (2)
and the use of "calisthenics" for girls and women, by
Catharine Beecher in her schools in Hartford and
Cincinnati. (3) Space limits prevent the discussion
of any but the second member of this group in this
thesis.
First In America
The first school, college, and public gymnasia
in the United States--all of them outdoor ones of
the early Jahn type—were opened in the years 1825
and 1626 in Massachusetts , at Northampton, Cambridge,
and Boston. All three were laid out and directed by
university trained Germans, who had been active
participants in the Jahn gymnastics in their student
days and had left their native land for the United
States in order to escape arrest or constant persecution
(1) "Kind and Body" ITovember 1906, Vol. 13, Fg. 257.
(2) " " " I ay-July 1906, Vol. 13, pp. 65,
97 129.
(3) "i:ind and Body" December 1906, Vol. 13, Pg. 289.
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under the reactionary policy adopted by the Holy
Alliance. (1)
One of the most important and successful education-
al innovations of its time was the Round Hill School,
opened on October 1st, 1823, by Joseph Green Cogswell
(1786-1671) and George Bancroft (1800-1691). A
descriptive circular issued a year after Beck f s
appointment— it is dated March 25, 1826
—
(2) reveals
the serious purpose with which they undertook the
introduction of gymnastics and other forms of
physical training. !f It may be impossible" they say,
"To engraft on any modern nation a system of education
corresponding to that v/hich prevailed in ancient
Greece. But something must be done. Food, sleep,
exercise must be regulated, purity protected, life
guaranteed against casualties, and temperance and
exercise be set, even in the dawn of existence, to
keep over health. Games and healthful sports,
promoting hilarity and securing a just degree of
exercise, are to be encouraged. Various means of
motion are to be devised and applied; and where these
are regulerly used everything is done to assist nature
in strengthening the youthful constitution. If an
(1) Leonard & LcKenzie nA Guide to the History of
Physical Education" Pg. 231.
(2) Ibid-Leonard & LIcKenzie—Same Account of the
School for the Liberal Education of boys,
established on Round Hill, Northampton,
Massachusetts, by Joseph G. Cogswell and George
Bancroft. (19 pages)
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addition to regularity in the use of exercise, the
kinds of it are so arranged that the several powers
of the body may successfully be brought into action
and gradually led to greater exertions, it will not
be long before the physical being assumes a new
appearance, and in addition to the acquisition of a
control of the body, beneficial results will be
visible in general industry, deportment and morals.
The attempt, therefore, to provide the various means
for gymnastic exercise merits to be encouraged; and
whether the methods are by turns strange or common,
complicated or simple, the best that are known should
be employed. ~^e are deeply impressed with the
necessity of uniting physical with moral education;
and are particularly favored in executing our plans
of connecting them by the assistance of a pupil and
friend of Jahn, the greatest modern advocate of
gymnastics. 77e have proceeded slowly in our attempts,
for the undertaking was a new one; but now we see
ourselves near the accomplishment of our views. The
v/hole subject of the union of moral and physical
education is a great deal simpler than it may at
first appear. And here, too, we may say, that we
were the first in the new continent to connect
gymnastics with a purely literary establishment .
"
Round Hill School was located in Northampton,
Massachusetts
•
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Leanwhile, Follen, another apostle of Jahn, was
doing similar work as instructor at Harvard College
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. As this thesis is
concerned with high school physical activities, I
will omit an account of Harvard activities, which
would be in the college field.
(1) A petition was presented to the Board of
Aldermen of Boston, Massachusetts, on Larch 13, 1626,
asking for the use of a certain piece of ground "for
the purpose of establishing a school of gymnastic
instruction and exercise." April 17 the city
authorities granted this request. Following a call
which appeared in t he Boston Daily Advertiser of
June 12, a meeting of citizens was held June 15, at
the Exchange Coffee House, to take steps to carry out
the plan for a public gymnasium. The meeting
unanimously resolved "that it is expedient to attempt
the establishment of a Gymnastic School in the city
of Boston" and appointed William Sullivan, Dr. John
C. "arren, Prof. George Ticknor, Dr. John G. Coffin,
and John S. Foster, with others selected by them, a
committee to carry the resolution into effect, by
securing and applying contributions from the citizens
of Boston. Others mentioned as especially interested
in the project are Judge Prescott, Josiah Quincy,
Daniel Webster, Peter 0. Thacher, John A. Lowell,
(1) Anerican Journal of education, July, 1826, Vol. 1.
Pg. 243.
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Thomas Kotley and John 3. Davis, Two hundred and
fifty shares, at twenty dollars each, were offered
by the committee, and according to Dr. ".Varren the
contributions were "very liberal", permitting the
opening of the establishment "on a large scale."
The open-air gymnasium or "turnplatz" was ready
for the public on September 28, not on the site
originally selected, but in Washington Gardens, at
the corner of V,rest and Tremont Streets, opposite the
Common. A notice in the American Journal of Education
for October mentions "the large number of pupils of
various ages and the high gratification it seems to
afford"; and the November number of the same Journal
uses these words, in the course of a more extended
reference: "A month's opportunity of observing its
progress and participating in its exercises enables
us now to say that thus far it gives the utmost
satisfaction to those who have made the experiment of
taking a course of lessons. The physical effects of
the gymnastic exercise on pupils of very different
ages— from ten to fifty—are surprising. Many have
doubled their vigor— . Pupils belong to great
diversity of situations in life
—
physicians, lawyers
and clergymen are intermixed with young men from the
counter and the counting house, and with boys from
the public schools."
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Follen, the Harvard College instructor, was
assisted by George E» Turner, a Harvard student.
Francis Lieber succeeded Fallen as instructor of the
Boston Gymnasium. He was alio a Jahn pupil, June 20,
1627 saw Lieber land in New York City and proceed at
once to the scene of his new duties. (1) Eis arrival
was announced "to take charge of the gymnasium in
Washington Garden and to open a swimming school;"
and an advertisement in the Boston I.ledical Intelligencer
of July 14th of that year, gives notice that
"Dr. Lieber* s Swimming School, situated on the north
side of the Llill Dam, will be opened for the reception
of pupils on ""'ednesday next, 16th inst. ". The
swimming school seems to have proved a successful
venture from the start and was still in existence at
least as late as the season of 1632 . The popularity
of the gymnasium, on the other hand, soon waned, (2)
From a sketch of the life of TTilliam Bentley Fowle,
we learn that "about four hundred gentlemen attended
at the opening term. Lr. Fowle was chosen treasurer,
and was in fact the chief executive officer. V'hen
Dr. Follen resigned Dr. Lieber was invited over from
London; but no talent could keep the gymnasium alive
after the novelty ceased, and some of the gymnasts had
been caricatured in the print shape. The institution
lingered about two years, when, only about four gymnasts
remaining, Mr. Fowle closed the account."
(1) Boston I.iedical Intelligencer, July 3, 1827, Vol. 5,
Pg. 113.
(2) Sketch of the life of William Bentley Fowle, in
Barnard's "^uaerican Journal of education" for 1861,
Vol. 10, pg. 607.
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The outdoor gymnasia at Northampton, Cambridge
and Boston, although for the historian they possess
great interest, were not the only ones established
during the period (1825-1830) under consideration.
Each had its imitators, and there were other attempts
of a similar nature which seem to have been more or
less independent, or inspired by direct contact with
European models. (1) No school of the period attracted
more attention or enjoyed greater prosperity than did
the New York High School, a private institution for
boys. Other schools which introduced gymnastic
exercises or planned to do so, during the period
under review, were the New Haven Gymnasium, conducted
by two sons of President Timothy Dwight of Yale; the
Berkshire High School, at Pittsfield, Mass.; the
Mount Pleasant Classical Institution, at Amherst, Mass.
the Livingston County High School, near Geneseo, New
York; the Buffalo High School; Gideon F* Thayer*
s
private school for boys, in Harvard Place, Boston; the
Noyes School, at Andover, New Hampshire; Walnut Grove
School, at Troy, New York; a High School in Utica,
New York; the Brookline (Lass.) Gymnasium; Mount Hope
Literary and Scientific Institution, near Baltimore,
Maryland; and the Classical and Scientific Seminary,
at Ballston, New York,
(1) Article in "hind and Body" Vol. 12, Pp. 313-319,
based on an examination of volumes 1-3 of the
"American Journal of Education" (1826-1828).
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Second Group
In the third and fourth decades of the nineteenth
century four different systems of physical training
had been brought forward for trial in the United
States—the drill and discipline of the military
academy, the Jahn Gymnastics, manual labor on the
farm or in the shop, and "calisthenics" for girls
and women. The claims of each were pressed by
enthusiastic advocates, and there was no lack of
imitators of educational institutions in which each
had first become incorporated; but for various
reasons not one of the four was generally adopted or
won for itself more than temporary foothold. (1)
From lb35 to 1860, though educators were increasingly
alive to the importance of physical training (2) no
one appeared with anything that seemed more likely
to meet the conditions and needs of the time. Then
came Dio Lewis, with his "new gymnastics for men,
women and children," something definite and practical.
His contagious enthusiasm created a wave of popular
interest that spread to all parts of the country, and
the "Normal Institute of Fhysical Education" which he
opened (3) in Boston in the summer of 1861 v/as "the
first attempt in America to prepare teachers of a
subject whose right to a place in the school curriculum
had long been conceded."
(1) Root, :;.
T
,Y. Taylor, "School Amusements" Pp. 95-143.
(2) Fitzgerald, P. A., "The Exhibition Speaker" Pp. 223-
268.
(3) Eastman, i:ary 2., "The Eiography of Dio Lewis"
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The Nnglish and classical school of I..r. IT. T.
Allen, in West Newton, was the first to introduce the
Dio Lewis (1823-1886) system, according to Dr. Lewis,
and it was soon followed by the normal School at
Framingham, and in Boston by the institutions of
Hr. Gannett in Femberton Square and Madam de L'altchyce
in Finckney Street, the Concord Hall School, and many
others in and near the city. A public gymnasium,
also, for men, women and children was opened at
20 Essex Street, in Boston. (1)
According to Dr. Lewis's own statement, the
advantages of his system, his claims to originality,
and the order in which the exercises were developed,
quoted from the introductory pages, are as follows:
"The advantage of the Hew System of physical
culture are in part, the following:
1. The varied movements of the New System give
opportunity for the full play of every muscle in the
body, resulting in an all-sided development.
2. The exercises are constantly changed from one set
of muscles to another, thus obviating weariness and
undue disturbance of the circulation.
3. The centrifugal impulse of the predominating series
secures a completeness and grace attained by no other
means, while the centripetal character of the old or
German method has long been the opprobrium of physical
culture, with the philosophical.
TlT Massachusetts Teacher, articles on "Plr/s i c al
Culture" October and November, 1360, Vol. 13,
pp. 375-377 and 401-406.
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4. In the New System the exercises are subordinated
to personal or individual wants, while in the old the
person is entirely subordinated to the performance of
difficult feats.
5. The physiological purposes of all muscle training
is to perfect the intermarriage between nerve and
muscle. The skill exacted by the accurate lines,
changing attitudes, and difficult combinations of the
new methods compels the most complete interaction
between soul and body.
6. The New School employs apparatus which cannot
strain and stiffen the muscles, not even in the
extremely old and young or feeble, while the old
school sanctions weights which must produce the slow,
inelastic muscles of the cart-house.
7. The New Gymnasium invites to its free and social
life persons of both sexes and all ages, while every
attempt that has been made to introduce the old, or
the very young, or women, to the Old Gymnasium has
failed.
8. In the New Gymnasium persons of both sexes unite
in all the exercises with great social enjoyment, thus
adding indefinitely to the attractions of the place,
while the attractions of the Old Gymias ium are about
equal to those of a ballroom from which ladies are
excluded.
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9. In the New Gymnasium everything is set to music.
Marches, free movementa, dumb-bells, wands, rings,
mutual-help exercises. I To apathy can resist the
delightful stimulus. The one hundred persons on the
floor join in the evolutions inspired by one common
impulse. Under the old system each individual works
by himself, deprived of the sympathy and energy
evoked by music and the associated movement."
It is interesting to note that for three years,
|l864-1567, Dr. Lev/is conducted at Lexington, Lassachuse
a school for girls, which was transferred to a summer
hotel at Spy Pond, Arlington, when the school building
was burned. Nearly 5CC enrolled during the whole
period, 140 in the third year being the peak. The
closing of his school for girls may be said to mark
the end of Dio Lewis* s greatest activity in the
interest of physical training.
Lewis's so-called "system" was not of the sort to
survive for many years the loss of the founder's
energetic leadership, and yet he prepared the soil for
the broader and more substantial type of work of a
later day.
Tnird Group
Just a *7ord at this point of Swedish School
G:xj;iastics in the United States. It was not until
1689 that the claims of Swedish educational gymnastics
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were "brought forward in the United States so prominent-
ly and stated with such clearness and cogency as to
attract general attention. Boston was the center
from which the movement radiated, and its initiation
was due to the public spirit and liberality of
L.."rs. Llary Heinenway (1620-1694), whose only son gave
the then new gymnasium to Harvard College in 1879.
One of the wealthiest women in Boston and a wise and
generous dispensor of her riches for the promotion
of worthy objects, at home and elsewhere, the
introduction of systematic training in sewing and of
the kitchen garden and school kitchen into the city
schools were among the results of her efforts.
Impressed with the need of some efficient system of
physical training for school children, she employed
Baron Posse, graduate of the Stockholm Institute of
Gymnastics, to demonstrate the system in a course of
lessons given to twenty-five or more woman teachers
gathered from public schools. A small room on
Boylston Place was leased for the purpose, and larger
quarters, on Park Street, were afterward secured. (1)
LIrs. Hemenway went so far as to offer to furnish
free training for one year to "one hundred public-
school teachers, who may be permitted to use the
system in their school work, thus enabling your
Honorable Beard, and educators in general, to decide
(1) Ibid-Lecnard Cc l.IcICenzie—Pp. 326-328.
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upon its merits by actual results or produced upon
the school children within the environment of the
schoolroom". The Boston School Committee accepted
her offer and at the same meeting the Board of
Supervisors was authorized "to report in print upon
the subject of physical training in the schools".
Mrs. Hemenuay also expressed her willingness "to
provide instruction, free of expense to the City of
Boston, for those masters and submasters who may
desire to make a thorough study of the Ling system
for the benefit of the Boston public schools". The
report was laid on the table, but was accepted two
weeks later. Baron Posse continued to give instructions
to all these various classes up to January of 1890. (1)
In his annual report dated March 31, 1890, Superintendent
Seaver writes that these demonstrations of Swedish
educational gymnastics had already been attended by
"30 masters, 24 submasters and 166 other teachers.
These have imparted their knowledge to yet other
teachers, so that there are now 360 teachers prepared
to use the 'Ling System* in their classes. In addition
to these may be counted 97 recent graduates of the
normal School, who have all received instruction in
this system."
( 1) "A Full Report of the Fapers and Discussions of
the (Physical Training) Conference held in Boston
in November, 1889." Reported and edited by
Isabel C. Barrows (Boston, 1890).
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This covers about as briefly and accurately as
possible the growth of physical activities in high
schools, excepting sports. The three decades which
witnessed the gradual revival of interest in
gymnastics in the colleges were not without other
signs of growing desire for some sort of physical
activity suited to the conditions and needs of the
undergraduate and secondary school world. The Civil
IVar brought inevitably to the front the idea of a
trained citizen soldiery, which had animated Captain
Partridge T s endeavors forty years before, and the
beginnings of athletic sports in the colleges and
public schools go back to the period immediately
preceding and following the death-grapple between the
Ilorth and the South.
Athletics and Sports
(1) Rowing was the first sport to gain a foothold.
The earliest organizations were the boat clubs formed
at Yale in 1645 and at Harvard in 1844. Baseball had
its beginning in the years 1658-1860. The first
intercollegiate game seems to have been that between
Amherst and Williams representatives at Pittsfield,
Massachusetts
,
July 1, 1659. In the years immediately
following the war, interest in the game became general
and intense over the entire United States, and clubs
were formed everywhere, in the colleges, the high
schools and outside of them.
(1) Ibid-Leonerd & I,:.cKenzie--rp . 261-263.
legmen University i
§efceai of Educatifii
Library
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Intramural football, in a primitive form, was all
that existed in the colleges and high schools up to
1869, Traces of it are found in some of the leading
colleges such as at Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Dartmouth,
Rutgers, Brown, and Amherst, The first intercollegiate
football game in this country was played by Princeton
and Rutgers teams at New Brunswick, New Jersey,
November 6, 1869, By 1876 the present lineup of
game was definitely established, with rules governing
eligibility, injuries, officiating and so forth, being
added at tires.
The general practice of track and field athletics
can be traced back to three influences—the example
of students at Oxford and Cambridge University, the
"Caledonian Games" of Scotch immigrants organized into
clubs for the purpose of keeping up interest in their
native language and customs, and the contests arranged
as appendages of the rowing events at Saratoga Lake
in 1874, 1875, and 1876, where the Rowing Association
of American Colleges held its annual regatta. A letter
from George Rives, a graduate of Columbia University,
who was present at the annual meets of the two English
Universities in 1868, led to the formation of an
athletic association at Columbia, and to its first
meet in June of 1869. The first of the Caledonian
Clubs was organized in Eoston, I.larch 19, 1853, and its
earliest games v;ere held later in the same year. The
t
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ITew York Caledonian Club dates from 1856, and its
first meet was on St. George's Cricket Grounds, Hoboken,
in October of 1857, Similar clubs were formed in
Philadelphia, Baltimore, "Washington , Montreal and
other cities. The annual games of these organizations
were especially popular in the ten or fifteen years
following the Civil ,rar, • nd they may be considered
the precursors of our modern amateur athletic clubs
and activities. Although an intercollegiate athletic
association was organized in 1876, the present wide-
spread interest in track and field athletics was not
reached until the following decade. For instance, the
Hew England Intercollegiate Athletic Association was
formed by seven colleges on November 23, 1886.
Thus, from the spread in the colleges and
universities, did the same physical activities
gradually become widespread in high schools taking
definite hold from about 1890 on. From data obtained
from the records of Ledford High School, Ledford,
Massachusetts , is revealed that the high school teams
in baseball, football, and track competed with Tufts
College, of Ledford Hillside, Massachusetts, outside
clubs and pickup teams, as well as other nearby high
schools such as Balden and Everett, Massachusetts*
Eligibility rules ..ere unknown in those days, men
from street corners and city departments acting as
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nringers n to make up for lack of men or substitutes
for the high school teams. Especially was this true
in football. Probably the first important step toward
effective faculty control of athletics was taken when
the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of United
States was formed in 1906. Four years later the name
was changed to "National Collegiate Athletic Association"
,
annual conventions of which have been held during the
Christmas holidays since 1906.
Conclusion
In 1934 we have well-organized football, baseball,
track and field, basketball, hockey, soccer and other
teams in high schools, all complying with set eligibility
rules and competing in a similar class of high school,
which avoids unfair competition. In 1934, as for the
past decade, athletics in high schools have been well-
supervised by the faculty members as to scholarship,
fair play, sportsmanship, ability, team play, and the
like, fulfilling the selected aims of physical education,
namely, health, culture and social efficiency.
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CKAFTER IY
TEE QUESTIONNAIRE
The objectives of physical education, judged by
the literature on the subject, are many and varied
—
too many to be listed here. For this reason, I have
picked an extreme Eastern and an extreme ".'e stern
leader in this country, both recognized widely as
authorities. In the East I have selected those
objectives used by Dr. Frederick Rand Rogers, Dean
of Physical Education in Boston University. He
selects three all-embracing aims of physical education
as follows:
1. Health
a. Posture
b. Respiratory system
c. Neuromuscular skills
d. Vitality
2. Culture
A. Group (inter-school sports)
1) Co-operation
2) Sympathy
3) Loyalty
4) Fair play (honesty, courtesy,
justice, etc.)
B. Individual
1) Initiative
2) Self-Control
3) Courage
3. Social Efficiency
a. Co-operation of skills and attitudes.
For the Western point of view, I have selected
the "California School Code of 1931" which defines
the aims and purposes of the required course in
physical education as follows: (1)
(1) "The California ScEool Code" Pp. 1G5-166 Article 6
Section 3.732, 1931.

1. To develop organic vigor.
2. To provide neuro-muscular training.
3. To promote bodily and mental poise.
4. To correct postural defects.
5. To secure the more advanced forms of co-ordinating
strength and endurance.
6. To pronote such desirable moral and social
qualities as appreciation of the value of
co-operation, self-subordination, and obedience
to authority, and high ideals, courage, and
wholesome interest in truly recreational activities.
7. To promote hygienic school and home life.
5. To secure scientific supervision of the sanitation
of school buildings, playgrounds, and athletic
fields and the equipment thereof.
There is little to choose between these two out-
lines of aims and objectives in physical education,
though geographically they are widely divergent in
application. An all-inclusive group of objectives,
compiled by physical educators and health teachers
the country over, seems to agree substantially with
the two selected outlines. I am referring to the
White House Conference of 1930 in which the objectives
of physical education were stated as follows: (1)
Promotion of normal physical growth and structural
development
.
( 1 ) "7hite -rouse Conference on Child Health and
Protection" called by Fresident Herbert Hoover,
1930, Sec. 3, Com. Z.
,
Pg. 229.
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Developnent of neuro-nuscular co-ordination.
Development of emotional control and powers
of expression.
Development of skill in, and love for, physical
activities, preferably those of the out-of-doors,
provide satisfaction that can be continued in leisure
time in years after school is finished.
Development and strengthening of such qualities
of character as honesty, generosity, modesty, fair-
ness and loyalty in social contact through actual
practice in games and sports.
Thesis Ap] lied j.i Accord '.Vith Above Objectives
As easily derived from the above-mentioned aims
and purposes, it can be seen clearly that the use of
some part of a person* s leisure time for healthful,
active recreation (or play) is one of the main
objectives of physical education. Whether or not
this motire v/as recognized but not practiced is one
of the aims of the questionnaire vrhich accompanies
this chapter. This particular questionnaire confines
itself to that part of physical education objectives
which provides satisfaction from physical activities
that can be continued in leisure time in years after
the school is finished. The questionnaire is
formulated tith an idea in mind of evaluating the
effectiveness of the program of carry-over values,
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perhaps as a basis for further improvement.
Sources Sought
The questionnaire is formulated upon the assumption
that adults, graduates of secondary schools in New
York City, Washington, Boston, Chicago, Hew Orleans,
Los Angeles, or whatnot, are truly separated from
the influences of high school after graduation.
Information was sought and statistics in the way
of material were solicited from the following agencies:
professors, professional men, physical educators,
coaches, laymen, American Child Health Association,
450 Seventh Avenue, New York, IT. Y.
Office of Education, U. S. Dept. of Interior,
Washington, D. C.
Children's Bureau, U. S. Dept. of Labor, Washington, D.
Cleanliness Institute, 45 East 17th Street, Hew York, N.
County Extension Service, Middlesex County, Concord,
Massachusetts^
John Hancock Life Insurance Company, Boston,
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Department of Education, State House,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Department of Mental Diseases, State
House, Boston, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Department of Public Health, State
House, Boston, Massachusetts*
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Massachusetts Society for Mental Hygiene, 3 Joy
Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, Park Square
Building, Boston, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Tuberculosis League, Little Euilding,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Life Extension Institute, Inc., 25 West 43d Street,
New York City, IT. Y.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 1 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
New England Dairy and Food Council, 51 Cornhill,
Boston, Massachusetts.
United States Public Health Service, Treasury Dept.
Washington, D. C.
New England Headquarters, Boy Scouts of America,
BO Federal Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Y. M. C. A., 416 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts.
Personal Interviews
Personal interviews were also had with such as
R. E. Lavega, director of recreation and health
department, Y. M. C« A.; Ralph Nodine, chief executive
for Hew England, Boy Scouts of America; Dr. Joseph E.
Barrett, Assistant to the Commissioner of Department
of Mental Diseases for Massacausetts ; Carl G. Schrader,
supervisor of physical education for Massachusetts
;
and T. A. Delaney, assistant treasurer of the Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company, among others, and always the
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reply has been somewhat along these lines, both from
letters and interviews: "Your letter of recent date
relative to physical activities during school life
and the possibility of carry-over into adult life of
benefits derived from such activities, has b = en
referred to me, but I do not feel that I entirely
grasp the subject", or "I know of no collective piece
of v;ork that has been done on your particular study*
Whatever material there is available is in the form
of single contributions which have appeared in many
magazines", or "I am very much interested in your
thesis and would like to co-operate with you. With
every good wish to ycu in your enoeavor, I am", or
"In reply to your recent inquiry, we regret that we
have no material on file here which would be of
assistance to ycu."
Pour Lost Helpful Letters
And thus might be continued concerning the answers
received from various sources. Of the entire group,
four of the most helpful and the most intelligent
received, yet which did not materially assist in any
./ay in drawing deductions, Lave been selected.
Following are the four letters in question, one from
the United States Department of the Interior, Office of
Education; one from Dr. Herbert L. Lombard, director
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of division of adult hygiene for the state of
Massachusetts, another from Ethel M« Lealey, staff
associate of the educational service of the American
Child Health Association, Lev; York City; and the
other from Paul D. Guernsey, instructor of physical
education, Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio:
j
if
ADDRESS ONLY
The Commissioner of Education
UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Washington February 16, 1933,
Mr. Fred 3osworth,
Assistant Track coach,
Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts.
My dear Mr. aosworth:
There are some studies which indicate, as might be
expected, that' good health is related to "physical" activity
but we know of no statistics which show that the athletic are
healthier or longer lived because of their exercise than their
less active fellows. 77e believe, also, that there is no evi-
dence that physical activities taught in public schools have
any carry over value, although it seems possible that this might
be the case to some extent where such forms of exercise as
calisthenics, dancing, tennis, and golf are learned and prac-
ticed in high school.
Very truly yours,
Chief Clerk.
)
\c
(
/
V
t
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SLOGAN FOR MAY DAY-CHILD HEALTH DAY 1933- MOTHERS AND BABIES FIRST
American CHILD HEALTH Association
450 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
WW
Vekphom PEnntytoania 6-1400
March 1, 1933.
Mr. Fred ^osworth
198 North Street
'"est Somerville, Mass.
My dear Mr. Bosworth:
I have talked with several people in our Association concern-
ing your subject, "A study of the possible carry-over from physical
activities in school to adult life."
Among our own publications we have an address by Dr. Kilpatrick,
which I think will help you in considering your subject. It is
agreed, I think, that good health teaching and health practices are
subject to the same laws of learning and the same principles of edu-
cation as is general education. If the individual has an interest
in an activity and it really has a definite meaning for him, natural-
ly this satisfaction tends to create a continuance of the activity.
This is considered very carefully in the address by Dr. Kilpatrick,
to which I referred above.
Recently there was an article by Mr. Paul D. Guernsey in the
Journal of Health and Physical Education, giving a very definite idea
of the work which is carried on in Antioch College, Yellow Springs,
Ohio. As you know, this is a cooperative college. A very serbus
effort is made in this college to give only those activities, when
the student is in school, that he may carry on when he is in the field,
the idea being that what he finds useful and worthwhile in college he
will tend to carry over when he is out of college.
I think this is indeed an interesting subject and I shall be very
glad to keep in touch with you as you develop your subject. Perhaps
at another time I may be more helpful.
Sincerely yours,
Q>Li Hi. TKa^X^
Ethel II. Mealey (
Staff Associate
Educational Service
EMMtAHS
<f
D
O
February 13, 1933
Mr, Fred Bosworth
Asst. Track Coach
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
I have no figures available on the subject you
request. There have been several studies made on the
longevity of college athletics and in some of them it
has been found that the individual who has competed
in such strenuous athletic games as football, etc. has
had a shorter life than others. I believe there are
other studies that contradict this. I do not believe the
matter has been settled by any means.
It is my impression that in order for the minor
forms of athletics carried on in the schools to be of
value in later life that the individual should continue
to practice them. In fact, if there are any deleterious
effects from strenuous athletics, I believe it to be
due to the cessation of the same rather than to the fact
of their having been done.
Exercise is valuable throughout life and in school
it should be so taught to hold the interest after
graduation. I am sorry that I cannot give you any ref-
erences in this matter.
Very truly yours,
HERBERT L. LOMBARD, M.D.
Director
HLL : EML Division of Adult Hygiene
i(
<
ANTIOCH COLLEGE
YELLOW SPRINGS
OHIO
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH JJg rC]n 3Q 1933
.AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
XTr. Fred Bosworth,
198 Forth Street,
"Jest Sonervi lie
,
Ma ssa.chusetts
,
Dear l!r. Bosworth:
T regret very much not answering your letter of
February 21st before this time, "but T had hoped I might
have something more constructive to offer, v»re are reorgan-
izing our program of Fealth and Physical Fducation at
Antioch College next year. T had thought that, as a result
of the growth of some of our work in this direction, 1
might have some suggestions, but T see that our plans are
too immature to offer any help at this time. I "believe
it will be a year or two before we will be in a position to
measure any results of our new approach.
We feel, here, that there is definite evidence
that no program of physical education, regardless of how
well administered, will have any great carry-over value
unless something is done to assure a philosophy of life or
the part of each individual that makes provision for such
carry-over in his daily life. By this T mean that, if the
individual feels that successful living is a mere grind in
order to make money, he will never have time to enjoy other
interests in life. However, if we can so present our whole
curriculum to the student that he builds up a balanced pic-
ture, wherein his life work is maintained as the center, but he
feels the need of other interests, such as literature, music,
active recreation and hobbies, it presents a possibility of
another type of successful living that will inevitably be
more wholesome. This is, in essence, what we are attempting
to do at Antioch.
Fowever, this is a difficult undertaking for college
beoause our students come to us with many of their reactions
to life strongly conditioned. It implies, therefore, that
we are trying to do something that should have been adequately
t-vo n r.^re r>f i r the earlier years of life of the individual.
If secondary education were to promote such a philosophy, T
thoroughly believe it would have a marked effect on the~
physical welfare of our entire country,
T regret that T can offer you nothing more than
my own viewpoint on this subject, but if there is any further
information you would like concerning our particular" method
of approach to this problem J shall ^ e £lad to assist y°u »
cc
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In the following questionnaire, I wish to make it
clear that the questions are related to big muscle
activities. By no means do I infer that passive
activities are not worthwhile, such as dramatics,
playing cards, reeding, and other recreation of
mental characteristics, but this thesis deals only
with the active recreation, which has been spoken of
as physical activities.
The Questionnaire
Immediately following is the questionnaire which
was submitted to a thousand subjects. An effort was
made to make it short and to the point, thus securing
more willing co-operation from the individual.
1. How many years since graduation from high
school? yrs.
2. Did you participate in any physical activity in
high school? Yes( ) No( )
If yes, v.'hat physical activities:
setting up exercises ( }
winter sports ( }
fishing( )
campingf )
horseshoes or quoits ( )
bov/ling( )
horseback riding( )
squash ( )
touch football ( )
Please check in speedball( )
parenthesis ..ockey or.skating( )
basketball ( )
volley ball( )
softball (playground or indoor ball) ( )
soccer( )
apparatus or tumbling ( )
v/restling( )
track or field( )
lacrosse ( )
€C
i
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tap dancing or dancing ( )
tennis ( )
golf( )
archery( )
shooting (pistol or rifle) ( )
handball ( )
boxing( )
fencing ( )
hiicing( )
canoeing or rowing ( )
swinjming or diving ( )
badminton ( )
passive (message) ( )
ping-pong( )
others ( jwhat?
3, Type of work now engaged in:
clerical( )
laborer ( )
executive ( )
trade sman( )
professional )
sales ( )
machine ( )
others ( )
4, ITo. of working hours per day( ) l:o. of leisure
hours per day for recreation( )
5. Facilities for active recreation in your city:
Municipal hall( )
School gymnasium ( )
Playground ( )
.tyn
( )
Club( )
Lodge rooms ( )
nothing ( )
others ( )
6. Types of active recreation now pursued (indicate
preference in numerical order:
setting up exercises( )
winter sports ( )
fishing( )
camping ( )
horseshoes or quoits ( )
bowling ( )
horseback riding( )
i
Please check in
parenthesis
squash ( )
touch football ( )
speedball( )
hockey or skating ( )
basketball ( )
volley ball( )
softball (playground or indoor ball) ( )
soccer( )
appara tus or tumbling( )
v:restling( )
track and field( )
lacrosse ( )
tap dancing or dancing( )
tennis ( )
golf( )
archery ( )
shooting (pistol or rifle) ( )
handball ( )
boxing( )
fencing( )
hiking( )
canoeing or rowing ( )
shimming or diving ( )
badr:iintor( )
passive (me ssage) ( )
ping-pong( )
others ( )what?
7. Approximate amount of time each week of active
recreation hrs.
8. Approximate amount of days each week of active
recreation days.
9. If no active recreation is taken, please give
seme reason:
10. If present physical activities v/ere not learned
in high school, where were they learned?
At what a^e? x-lease state your present age yrs.
r
(
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A few words of explanation concerning the above
questionnaire. question ho. 1. will reveal the
number of years the subject has been out of high
school. Taken in collaboration with the last part
of question ITo. 10. it will be possible to determine
the age class into which the individual falls, 25-35,
35-50, 50-60, or similar groups, from which we may
possibly garner some interesting facts as to
participation in physical activity at certain periods
of life in men. BTo questionnaire will be considered
or included in the summary and findings where the
subject has not been out of high school for at least
a period of 10 years.
Question No. 2. reveals whether or not the subject
should be included in this questionnaire findings, as
if he did not participate in high school, he will not
be important as to carry-over. Of course, if the
questionnaire reveals that he participates now in
physical activities, that will prove grounds for
another interesting summary. If the subject answers
"yes", the follow-up will be important as to proving
or disproving the title of this thesis, by checking
with Question No. 6.
Question 2To. 3. developed out of the writing of
the first three chapters of this thesis, in which it
is stressed concerning time, work, adaption to
occupation, et cetera, for the individual and his
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leisure tine spent in physical activities, or active
recreation. Another interesting tummary should
result from these statistics.
Question lie. 4. reveals the number of hours each
subject works per day. Also it is requested for the
number of hours of leisure which might be devoted to
active recreation, for an individual may have more
hours of so-called leisure that he would have to
devote to active recreation. A check of this reply
with the answers to .uestions No, 7 and 8 should
prove enlightening.
Question No, 5. is readily understood, for it
stands to reason that if facilities are not provided
the carry-over has no opportunity for expression,
even though the desire is present. Thus a . orthwhile
fact to the physical educator will be shown, one which
will be worth the attention of educators, but especially
the officials and politicians who control city
governments and school systems.
Question No. 6. is the deck of what physical
activities the subject now enjoys. In turn checked
with Question ITo. 2. it reveals the direct summary
for which we are seeking in this thesis, other findings
really being subsidiary, although vital.
i<
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Q,uestions No. 9 and 10 speak for themselves in
reading and need no explanation here. I wish to
compile, for personal reasons, wliy an adu.lt does not
participate in active recreation; also I thought it
night prove worthwhile to know at ..hat age and where
the physical activities now engaged in, were learned
or adopted, if not in high school. This arises
from the fact that the field of secondary education is
supposed to prepare the high school children for
adult life.
(f
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CHAPTSR V
SULILLRY OF FIITDHTGS
First of all, the survey was carried on with
selected groups, the most of the survey being given
in person, rather than relying on the mails, although
a minority (300 in number) was sent to a selected
mailing list. The groups selected, clerical, laborer,
executive, tradesman, professional, sales, machine,
and others, are active in the various fields of life,
more active also as leaders. Thus, we might derive
that we have experimented upon an intelligent,
selective group, thus receiving co-operation and
integrity to a high degree.
Out of a survey, comprising 1000 questionnaires
,
answers "..ere received to tne number of 703. Of txiose
not included in the 1000 in consideration of the
findings, the following facts apply: 267 failed to
be considered in the summary of findings, because
Z2 questionnaires revealed that the subjects had not
been out of high school for a period totalling at
least ten years, thus they were eliminated from
consideration: 105 questionnaires were too incomplete
as to answers to be of use in compiling complete
findings, so were eliminated; and the remaining 150
failed to reply, not being heard from at this writing.
i
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Sone of the incomplete questionnaires offered comic
answers,' which were highly amusing hut not usable in
a serious study. Of the 32 not out of high school
ten years, incidentally, it was found thi t this group
was extremely active in baseball, football, track,
basketball and swimming, mixed amateur and semi-
professional.
,ith 703 complete, available questionnaires out of
a possible 1000, we mathematically get an average of
0.703 or nearly seven-tenths. Thus approximately 70
percent replied to the Questionnaire, a fair survey
average on which to approach an estimate of the
results as applying to the whole group, under the
assumption that similar characteristics would apply
in like percentages to the remainder of the group,
providing their questionnaire had not been eliminated
for reasons stated above.
The First Question
Let us inspect the first question in the survey:
"How many years since graduation from high school?"
Of the questionnaires accepted as usable, the lowest
age, as revealed by part 3 of Question 10, was 27
years, and the highest age was 72. Thus we would
have an average in age for this group of 45 years.
To those statisticians who would not be satisfied
with the average, but demand the mean or the median
of the group for surveys they might wish to make, but
which would be of no use in this thesis based upon the
<(
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findings to be projected ^ere, tiiere is hereby-
provided a table cf the ages in oollabcration with
the number in the group under survey approximating
that age
:
AGE NO. G3 U0^_ LGS AGj] HQ^ AG2 IIP.27-W 37 19 47 36 57 8 67 2
28 24 38 17 48 37 58 6 68 1
29 21 39 24 49 36 59 5 69 1
30 20 40 22 50 36 60 1 7031- 6 41 20 51 24 61 71
32 6 42 27 52 17 62 1 72 1
33 14 43 41 53 15 63
54 18 44 40 54 3 64
35 20 45 34 55 2 65 1
36 19 46 33 56 8 C6 2
From the above figures we may gather that the
period of greatest participation is from the ages of
33 to 53. The greatest peak of activity is between
the ages of 43 and 50. The five years from 27 to 33
seem to reveal that this is the next period of greatest
participation, while the third period falls between
the years of 54 to 72.
"Yhile on the subject of ages, it might be interest-
ing to reveal that the men in the third period of
greatest participation leaned toward hiking as first
choice of active recreation and fishing as a close
second cnoice. One called his 'winter sports*
shovelling off sidewalks of congested snow.
i<
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Checking part of three of Question 10 with this
first question, another table is derived, showing the
number of years out of high school and the number of
men for that number of years:
Years Out Ho. of Men
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
13
19
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
Years Out I"o. of Men
40-
14 20
20 21
27 22
24 23
15 24
15 25
IS 26
27 27
42 28
36 29
11 41
10 42
5 43
10 44
3 45
2 46
8 47
7 48
2 49
5 50
51
52
•36
•54
-41
•31
•66
•31
•45
•37
•30
-16
- 1
-
•
1
1
3
1
1
- 1
•
•
- 1
It may be gathered from this table that the
average age of graduation from high s chool until
recently was around 20 years of age, even more. As
for direct bearing upon this thesis, the table has
little value. The average time out of high s chool
of the group under discussion is 21 years.
uestion Two
1 . .. . _—.
Turn now to question 2 in the questionnaire:
"Did you participate in any physical activities in
high school? « Yes( ) i!o( ). If yes, irhat physical
activities: (followed by a list of possible
activities learned in high school).
(<
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555 replied "Yes" while 148 answered M:;o." This
would give us approximately 56 percent taking part in
soLie physical activity learned in high school if based
on 1000, but the number under consideration is 703
for a total of questionnaires, so the actual percentage
..ould be better than 78 percent that participated in
high schools, or being .787, nearer 79 percent. This
lould give us slightly over 21 percent that did not
participate in any physical activity in school.
Following is the list as compiled of the activities
and the number that participated in each activity in
high school:
setting-up exercises 602
winter sports
fishing
camping
horseshoes or quoits
bowling
horseback riding
squash
touch football 299
speedball
hockey or skating 10
basketball 270
volley ball 5C3
softball (playground or indoor ball)
soccer
apparatus or tumbling 583
wrestling 190
track and field 469
lacrosse
tap dancing or dancing 487
tennis
golf
archery 3
shooting (pistol or rifle)
handball 224
boxing 80
c
fencing 39
hiking
canoeing or rowing C
swimming or diving 43
badminton
passive (message
,
etc)
ping-pong
others (if so what?) baseball 304
From this table may be noted that the types of
physical education described in Chapter 3, more or
less unknown today, at least in many systems, are
noticeably in vogue. Setting-up exercises lead the
list, and may be construed as the calisthenics or
gymnasium exercises prescribed by Jahn, Lewis and
Posse. In this same category can fall volley ball,
handball and apparatus and tumbling. Such activities
as swimming and diving were probably not taught and
learned so much in high school, as a part of the
curriculum, as learned in "high school days" in the
"ole sv/immin* hole". The same may be said of dancing
probably, the majority of those answering the
questionnaire misconstruing tap dancing and dancing
as meaning jigs, quadrilles, Virginia Reels, Portland
Fancies, and Ball-room dancing, learned presumably
outside of the high school.
Boxing, fencing, archery, hockey and the like,
were not carried on extensively, it is noted, as a
part of the nigh school program in physical education,
with this particular group of subjects. However, with
calisthenics (setting-up exercises), revealing the
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left-over handiwork of Jahn, Lewie and Posse, we find
that big muscle activities in the main were confined
to the physical recreation of the few in football,
basketball, hockey, track and field events and base-
ball. Evidently football was construed as meaning
any type of football by the response, A word of
explanation about the baseball— it was inadvertently
left off the list by the writer, but the response to
the "others (what?)" reveals that the list was taken
seriously and an attempt tc answer the questionnaire
was made with integrity.
Thus, later, we will take up the data again under
question 6 of the questionnaire, to arrive at a
conclusion, by comparison, of possible carry-over from
physical activities in high school to adult life.
questions Three, Four and Five
He may now turn to Question 3 of the questionnaire:
"Type of work now engaged in?" For purposes of utility,
as well as to make the work easier, I have combined
in a table, Question 4 "Uumber of working hours per
day?" and Question 5 "Number of leisure hours per
day for active recreation?", with Question 3, result-
ing as follows:
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TYPE or NO. OF AVERAGE HRS. OF AVERAGE HRS.
'.
ruRX NOW imsoirs ORK PER DAY LEISURE PER DAY
ENGAGED III PER PERSON PER PERSON
Clerical 142 8 4
Laborer 29 8,5 4.5
Executive 57 6 7.5
Sales 154 10 2.5
Professional 203 9.5 3
Tradesman 101 12 2
machine 6 8.5 4.5
Others 11 16
Prom the above table may be gathered the type of
work the subject is at present engaged in, the number
of persons included in this questionnaire now engaged
in that particular type of work, the average number
of hours each person has each day for work, and the
average number of hours each one has each day for
leisure or for active recreation. Under "others" I
found that the eleven persons there re- resented are
at present unemployed, thus no working hours designated
and so the greater number of hours to devote to
recreation. Of these hours named in t he answers, eight
hours was the lowest designated and 24 (probably jokingly)
as the highest, so I have named eight as the reasonable
average. The figure for the latter class should not
be seriously considered in this thesis, although there
is a vast field for education to cover, devising ways
((
I
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and means to keep the unemployed class physically
and mentally happy until better times arrive
economically.
questions Seven and Eignt
It is opportune at this time, for purposes of
comparison, to present the table drawn from the
answers to Question 7: "Approximate amount of time
each week of active recreation?" and "Question 3:
"Approximate number of days each week of active
recreation?"
type or AVERAGE NO. EES. AVERAGE NO.
-qui: i re:; fER . i EES D-.ys i-er ~:eei:
ENGAGED IN PER PERSON PER PERSON
Clerical 3 3.5
Laborer 4 4
Executive 4.4 3.6
Sales 2.2 2.3
Professional 1.6 1.8
Tradesman 2.3 2.6
Eachine 3.2 3.5
Others 12 6
From the above table we may draw the conclusion
that the typical adult spends an average of a little
more than an hour in big muscle activity each day
that he participates in active recreation. In turn
compare the above table with the previous table,
(page 75) and v;e may draw the conclusion that no one
i
adult spends in active recreation anywhere near the
amount of tine he has on hand to devote to it. On
the other hand, it may be pointed out that adults
may carry on a well-balanced program of passive as
well as active recreation, indulging in games, such
as cards, checkers, chess, or in reading, drama,
attending the theatre or moving pictures, and the like,
all passive activities information of Hhich is not
sought by this thesis yet indulged in by the so-called
"intelligensia" of the nation,,
Again, it is surprising how little of the time
available is actually spent in active recreation, k
greater amount of time should be devoted to physical
activities for the sake of exercise, health and vitality.
Probably this is part of the carry-over to adult life
from high school days, a resume of which we will present
shortly. If this is true, we may blame the inadequacy
of the high s chool physical education and health
teaching previous to the past ten years, and the need
of a change because of failure to impress or interest
the high school student.
Again, in comparing the tables closely, it is
revealed that those men engaged in occupations or
pursuits now that need physical recreation most have
it least. This is again due to the failure of the
high school which they attended to impress upon them
t 5 t (
(
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as students the need of physical activity, to engender
an interest on the part of the students in physical
activities, and to give physical education a definite
meaning to the individual, thus creating a satisfaction
which would tend to cause continuance of the activity,
question Five
A "brief table is compiled from question 5:
"Facilities for active recreation in your city?" as
follows
:
Facility ITo.
Municipal Hall 87
School Gymnasium 471
Playgrounds 493
"Y" 106
Club 498
Lodce 509
Others 123
Nothing 10
This table shows a surprising lack of the use of
facilities, when we consider that playgrounds, night
recreational centers, school gymnasiums and the like
are used seasonally, not being made all year-round
facilities. In comparison to the number of subjects
under consideration on this questionnaire, and the
number of facilities available to such a widespread
group, the facilities fall far below what they should
be in number. This does not bring into consideration
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lack of equipment, but facilities alone. If we
projected a study of equipment, we Bight find the
situation much worse in a majority of cases, as is
true in many of gymnasiums , of clubs, schools and
colleges. Here, then, is a problem to be solved
by educators, school committees, superintendents and
others interested in education, a problem of leader-
ship to bring people and facilities together. Perhaps
we must first educate the public, which in turn -..ill
become an intelligent electorate, and in turn the
intelligent electorate will demand public officials
who are honest, progressive, and who have the best
interests of the children in our schools at heart.
Question ITine
/uestion 9 asks "If no active recreation is taken,
please give some reason." In compiling the resume or
findings, approximately 79 percent participated in
physical activity in high school, while 21 percent
did not; as against 81 percent who participate in
physical activity now, while 19 percent do not. From
this alone, it would seem that there is a great carry-
over from high school days to adult years, with little
variance, as little as two percent in fact. However,
this will eventuate as a carry-over in the spirit of
activity, not in big muscle activity, a carry-over
in the spirit of competition, a developed attitude
from athletic competition to competition in the
business of commercial field, such as learning to take
(
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knocks in sports and also take then in business, and
not in carry-over of the actual physical activity
itself; as we shall prove when we consider "Question
6, and then compare it with the results of Question 2.
In the consideration or Question 9, a few interest-
ing statistics, or perhaps, better called reasons for
not participating in active recreation, are completed.
Fifty-six of the subjects, or approximately eight
percent, fail to participate in active recreation
because of some of these reasons: "walking all day
(selling or postmen), not interested, see no sense
or need of it, do not consider it necessary."
Sixty-three of the subjects, or approximately
nine percent, replied as follows: "too long hours
of work, traveling, not long enough in one place, no
time, enough exercise working or labor, no facilities,
cannot afford to join organization such as the
Y
T
.
"
In other words, we may deduct that they look at physical
activity as desirable, but are unable to participate.
Fourteen of the subjects, or approximately two
percent, are physically unable to participate and thus
are classed by themselves. Either unable to participate,
or due to physical defects, or due to restricted activity,
or crippled, or deformed, they class themselves as a
group unable to participate in physical activity. Thus,
a total of 19 percent, (leaving 81 percent active now),
who evidently consider active recreation as a necessary
part of their professional equipment or derive satisfaction

there from.
Question Ten
question 10: "If present physical activities
were not learned in high school, where were they
learned?" is easily disposed of, for the statistics
fell into three classes, each approximately one-third
of the total; namely, one-third at preparatory school
or college, one-third at a "Y", and one-third at
various clubs, such as the University Club of Boston.
In answer to the second part of this question: "At
what age?" the lowest was stated as 21 years of age,
evidently in college, and the highest was given as
33, evidently a club or the "Y". The third part of
Question 10 is considered earlier in this chapter in
conjunction with Question 1.
Vilest ion Six
Thus, having eliminated consideration of any
statistics which might have side-tracked us, we may
turn to a perusal of Question 6: "Types of active
recreation now pursued (indicate preference in
numerical order)." Following is the list compiled
from the answers to this question:
setting-up exercises 390
winter sports 239
fishing 180
camping 96
horseshoes or quoits 32
bowling 311
horseback riding 42
squash 51
touch football 11
speedball
1
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hockey or skating 41
basketball 35
volley ball 103
softball (playground or indoor ball) 106
soccer 4
apparatus or tumbling
wrestling
track and field
lacrosse
tap dancing or dancing 203
tennis 82
golf 321
archery
shooting (pistol or rifle) 7
handball 94
boxing 8
fencing 1
hiking 169
canoeing or rowing 21
swimming or diving 202
badminton 14
passive (message) 4
ping-pong 2
others (what?) baseball—church tearis- 5
Here is proof of a lack of the use of facilities
in high schools, as well as colleges. Once in a
position, as a money or wage-earning adult, the same
person enters into a greater number of varied interests
in physical activities. He either has a car, thus
transportation is afforded to where facilities are, or
surplus money to devote to membership in a club or
organization devoted to the pursuance of physical
activities and offering desired facilities. And what
is more, presented with the opportunity he takes
advantage of it. So with our high schools—if we but
give the children an opportunity to make use of the
facilities offered they will need no second bidding
to take advantage of it.
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It may readily be seen that setting-up exercises
lead the field. This probably is due to the hang-
over of gymnastic days, and our daily admonitions
via radio and newspapers of the importance of the
"Daily Dozen". Golf comes a good second, closely
followed by bowling. Of course, these are practically
seasonal activities. Then we have winter sports as
fourth in the listing, which of course includes many
physical activities varying between hiking, snowshoeing,
snow building, skating, hockey, tobogganing, snow
shovelling and the like. Swimming and dancing are
separated but by a single vote, the Terpsichorean art
having the margin. Cf course, winter sports are
seasonal, and swimming is also to the majority of
people, who do not attend pools available during the
winter. Dancing would qualify as an all year-round
physical activity. Fishing and hiking prove popular
past-times out-of-doors while the high place of volley
ball and softball reveals the participation in gymnasiums
indoors or at a night recreation center on a playground.
The Numerical Order Vote
It is interesting to note what a big part satisfaction
has in determining the physical activity we select. As
indicated, trie choice undsr Question 6 was made in
numerical order. Although setting-up exercises led as
the physical activity in which the majority participated,
they failed to place In the numerical listing. Following
is the nur.erical table of choice:

1. Golf
2. Bowling
3. Winter Sports
4. Dancing
5. Swimming
It was impossible to accurately list in numerical
order higher than five physical activities, as the
figures were not sufficient to carry the tabulation
further. In the order of preference it is seen that
golf, that sport which has spread in United States
since 1910, leads the field. This is seasonal, (out-
doors). Second, it is noted that the sport of bowling
(indoors), also seasonal, is situated, 7,rinter sports,
to which may be given a broad interpretation and which
I admit are rather i-iclusive of several physical
activities, placed third. They are also seasonal.
The first year-round physical activity to place was
dancing. Fifth came swimming, which although not
strictly seasonal, is so considered by the majority
.
l.o indulge in this physical activity, summertime
being most popular. Thus, ce night figure that each
individual averages approximately five physical
activities per year participating at times seasonally
in about two winter sports, two summer sports and one 1
all year-round activity, more social than otherwise.
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.0 Carry-Over of activity
From a conparison of the results tabulated in
Question 2 and in Question 6, it is re&dily deterL-ined
that there is nc carry-over of the physical activity
as taught in high school to adult life. In the
setting-up exercises, there is a distinct let up,
showing that even the high schools failed to make
the big muscle activities interesting or to provide
for a satisfaction which would cause the individual
to carry-on.
Winter sports, as a part of the high school program,
were unknown, and are today, yet they drew a large vote
in the physical activity of the adult. Touch football
which was evidently interpreted as football in any form
has no carry-over.
Basketball has practically no carry-over, those
who do participate now, either being members of church
teams, or playing as a part of the program in seme
recreation class for tired business men, spending very
few minutes at the actual game. Volley ball has also
endured a drop, and probably may be classed v;ith those
activities practiced in gymnasium classes for adults
where large groups play for a brief time. As we glance
through the list, it is obvious that there is no carry-
over from physical activities in high school to adult
life. Handball and volley ball come the nearest to
having actual carry-over, yet they both fall far short
of satisfactory results.
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Gonclusions
In drawing a conclusion, we night say safely that
the physical activity program of the 703 men in this
questionnaire, while in high school, fostered an interest
and a carry-over of the spirit of physical activity in
a relatively high percentage. Secondly, the number of
students capable of carrying on individual activity was
also comparatively high. Thirdly, the carry-over into
the students 1 working periods, or adult life, from the
standpoint of percentages seems relatively high, but
this carry-over v:as more in spirit than of the actual
physical activity, which in turn is distinctly qualified
by being seasonal, Fourth, adults fail to make use of
the facilities and the variety of activities of which
they Lre capable. Fifth, there is a distinct lack of
the use of facilities through nich the students'
interest may be maintained through expression in actual
continuance of active recreation.
4
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